
 

Advocacy Brainstorming Series #2 | Culture + Living and Working Conditions 

10 July 15:00 - 17:00 Online meeting 
Agenda: 

1. Presentation of CAE's activities on the topic 
2. Open discussion 
• Members' actions & views 
• Possible alliances and partnerships 
• Next steps 

MEETING MINUTES: 

List of participants: 

Marie Le Sourd (On the move) 
Roma Survilene (National Association of Creative and Cultural Industries) 
Mieke Renders (TEH) 
Helena De Winter (REMA) 
Katharina Weinert (EMC) 
Silja Fischer (IMC) 
Antonia Silvaggi (Melting Pro) 
Elena Polivtseva (IETM) 
Susanna Wagner (Opera Europa) 
Julie Ward 
Tere Badia (CAE) 
Gabriele Rosanna (CAE) 
Natalie Giorgadze (CAE) 
Kornelia Kiss (CAE) 

Tere Badia (CAE) After the sustainability meeting last week, that was the first of the series of advocacy 
brainstorming sessions we decided to do in our GA June this year. 
What we'll share will fit 2 things: our advocacy actions for next months and restructuring the network  

The meeting will be recorded.  

Documents were sent to give you a frame of what has been done so far.  

1. PANTEIA DOC. The European Commission commissioned this study paving the way for the OMC next 
year consultancy. The consultancy PANTEIA has been working on it since one year. It should be finished - 
delayed because of the pandemic and various other things ongoing (MFF and other initiatives). It will be 
ready at the end of August. They will be opening a last round of consultations, if there are reactions to the 
recommendations. In FEB this year we organised a consultation with various stakeholders, not only CAE 
members. They focus on the status/entitlements: which sort of profile should be included in the status of 
the artist - what definitions to employ, if creators, cultural workers. Looking also at social security, taxation: 



this is for the regulation framework of working conditions. The second big topic is related to the nature of 
income (what is the nature of the main resources, if grants, subsidies, loans guarantees). Third one career 
development. Then artistic freedom. We are asking for a second round of consultation. If you want, we will 
keep you updated and - if they accept to do a second round - send you an invitation for participating 
there before they consolidate the results of the study.  

2. EP RESOLUTION 2007. It includes various dimensions addressed by PANTEIA study today. contracts, 
social security, protection of creators, unemployment, pensions, including strengthening mobility, lifelong 
training, amateurs activities (which are not mentioned in the PANTEIA study at all), plus aristict education. 
Only the mobility got something in the meantime with the i-Portunus pilot project. Not much else has 
moved from this first EP resolution more than 10 years ago.   

3. UNESCO. This is an update of the document from the 1980s. This is partly included in the PANTEIA study, 
especially the digital context. It deals with monetisation and it has to do with rights and fair remuneration 
in the digital context. However, it does not mention something we have also seen in the last months, 
meaning how to ensure accessibility right, so that everyone can access cultural contents and exercise 
cultural rights on the Internet. The UNESCO doc also makes a link between the status of the artist and 
human rights.  

On our side, what we have been doing apart from the study follow up.  

*We have started to work on the potential creation/support of an European framework on the status of 
cultural workers (or artists - there still is a name problem there), involving trade unions (FIA, FIM). As a résumé 
of the meeting, we will start a collaborative document listing the main topics that should be included in the 
European framework on the status of the artists.  
*There is a new group, Cultural Creators Friendship Group, supported by all major groups in the EP, led by 
Niklas Nienass.  

Opening the floor to comments from the audience. 

Antonia Silvaggi  - Melting Pro - We are a small consultancy based in Rome.  
As Melting Pro we work especially on competences for artists and professionals in the cultural sectors (not the 
point of view of cultural networks). Here to listen and contribute to the brainstorming 

Elena Polivtseva - IETM - We’ve had various exchanges in these weeks with CAE and other Brussels-based 
organisations active on the topic. The proposal of a framework is rather the proposal of an approach. The 
problems are more or less listed in many places already. The PANTEIA publications is an example of this.  
What we need right now is to act on shaping a solution.  

The EC said they will follow the process they set-up: from the study to Voices of Culture by the end of the 
year, then next year they will have the OMC. That’s the general process for the topics that are part of a Council 
Work Programme (and “working conditions” are  part of the Council Work Programme for 2019-2022). But 
honestly, if we look at other topics we have been discussing in past years (i.e., inclusion, that was discussed in 
2017), we can’t see them being reflected for examples in Creative Europe calls.  
We can also package the solution to Voices of Culture by the end of the year.  
I am more talking about the approach than the content. 
Important that main BXL organisations get and work together, while some have competing views on details, 
others might have already progressed a lot on certain topics. 
The proposal of a framework can be similar to the European Pillar of Social Rights (EPSR) - which has a 
political and symbolic value rather than a binding one. 
Some people might be skeptical about such a system - but with working conditions of artists we are so far 
that we need to start somewhere and a political commitment might be more useful at this point.  



This framework (we can still find a better word for it) can uplift and support other initiatives, from copyright 
reform to collective bargaining issues and mobility. Practically speaking, what we discussed also with CAE, 
FIA, FIM, it will be important to find organisations to include in a focus group tasked to work on this topic. We 
discussed whether to reach out to the Friendship Creators Group in the EP, that wants to organise an event on 
the topic in Autumn to which we can contribute with some content already.  

Concretely speaking, this will require quite a lot of work, would require HR and we were thinking where to find 
funding for this.  

Julie Ward. The Friendship Group exists because there was not enough political support for an Intergroup. I 
believe that the Friendship group is crucial because these MEPs have not given up and will work hard to 
engage and be a strong voice.  

Wonder if you looked at the transparent and predictable workers directive - we voted in EMPL in Autumn - as a 
response to the European Pillar of Social Rights. You might want to look at that directive and work out how 
every part of it could be applied to the CCS. That directive is for everybody. Obviously, it’s the CCS who has 
some of the most unpredictable working conditions. You need to be talking to trade unions. There is a trade 
unions intergroup in the EP, for example. I was trying to set up a meeting with the artists union from the UK, to 
see how sectors that were previously not unionised are now coming together. It includes people who are not 
working in big companies, lone workers, visual arts, etc. It managed to be a big player also among the Trade 
Unions.  
I can have a look at the names of MEPs who are there 

Are you talking to ELIA? I was involved in a launch of a project they have done about  how you are making a 
living out of arts. They might be doing some more studies on the back of that. The issue of early careers 
artists should be tackled together with them. They should be more involved as they are members! 

We should also look at gender disparities - There are many women and non-binary persons working in the 
arts. We should look at how much in the hierarchy they progress. We should also have a look not only at 
working conditions but also governance (if you do not have women on boards, you might miss that thinking 
about women in the workforce). Performing Rights Society (PRS) did a wonderful research project on this. The 
same goes for age. There is quite a lot of ageism that has to be tackled. People who commit to work in culture 
all their life will find themselves without pension, in poverty in later life. 

Green New Deal and what it offers should be included in this thinking. And we should keep pushing and 
shouting for UBI (universal basic income) - it would  have been brilliant if a unified response to COVID was 
found. Finland started implementing it, then for some reasons discontinued. Would be a great game-changer 
if there was UBI for artists.  

Tere Badia, CAE - Race is also a topic. Thank you for mentioning Unions, we should indeed engage them. 

Silja Fischer, IMC - Statutorily speaking, the DG of UNESCO produces a report every four years on the 
implementation of the 1980 recommendations on the status of artists, consulting MS, and CSO. It is true that 
the 2019 report written by Garry Neil which finally became a publication because UNESCO found some 
money to finance such a publication. it would be good to go back to these docs (2010, 2015, 2019) to see the 
evolution of the topic. Only 52 MS contributed to this consultation, with 39 NGOs.  

The status of the artist falls under all the four monitoring goals of the Convention (sustainable systems of 
governance, balance flow of cultural goods and services, mobility of artists, human rights and fundamental 
freedoms, speaking specifically to gender equality and artistic freedom). This is what we at international level 
try to contribute.   

https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1313&langId=en
https://www.elia-artschools.org/activibinds/nxt


Katharina Weinert - EMC We have a few members FIM, ECSA which for years have prepared a lot of specific 
positions on this topic . 
2007 was a different world for cultural policy in Europe (with specific mentions to access from an early age, 
amateurs)  - indeed mobility maybe the only thing mentioned there that had some improvements. 
Freedom of expression is a crucial issue for us. 

Marie Le Sourd - OTM  
One of the sectors we struggle to find information is the visual arts sectors and all sectors which are more 
individually-based sectors. We have different working groups and we have increased exchanges in this period, 
such as the Mobility InfoPoints (Europe, one in the US): for example we have just done a webinar on  particular 
conditions of freelancers in DE, BE who are not nationals of these countries. It’s true that mobility is one of the 
key words of EP 2007 resolution and sure at the beginning there were more than 10 mobility pilot projects 
which were funded, but after that there was no much and no direct support. If you happen to have support 
for a project but not the hardware, the organisation doing it.  
We are also rethinking mobility now and we have another working group related to forced mobility, who are 
not Europeans but live and create in European countries 

We are working in partnership with a project on accessibility in connection with accessibility of venues to 
audiences with disabilities.  

Tere Badia - accessibility is going to be a topic also when it comes to digital.   

Mieke Renders - TEH We love the broad spectrum, including visual artists, applied arts. It’s not only a music, 
performing arts problem as such but the more we join forces the better political statement we can make. we 
should not forget non evident fields of arts (graphic design, literature…) 
Education - we have to include ELIA and a couple of actors, such as AEC/Conservatoires, to know what the 
path is after you stay what curriculum development is there 
UBI is a hot topic. What I heard from Barbara STACHER (DG EAC), the EC is craving for concrete proposals. We 
might even go bolder: this is the way to go.  

Tere Badia - cultural workers status should include not only those authoring the artworks, but also technicians 
are suffering from the same precariousness.  

Roma Survilene - Also creators in Lithuania have started a research  to draft recommendations on social 
security tax benefits for artists.  

Susanna Wagner, Opera Europa - In our Artists Forum we exchange among administrators about artists 
contracts (concrete wording of contracts, fee structures and obviously media clauses, how much money if 
your show is streamed etc…).  
We can give our members guidelines and recommendations always an advantage if Rome knows what 
Vienna does 
trying to uniform contracts. 
We have entered talks with IAMA, the international artists’ managers association. 

Helena De Winter, REMA - Artists were hit very baadly by the crisis and felt very isolated. We had some 
discussions within the network about how to handle the relations with artists.. 

Tere Badia - Interested to hear from you about the declaration in principles, following the EPRS model. Or 
should we start to look at the concrete competences of the EU on this? What is the best way to proceed? 

http://on-the-move.org/news/article/19558/mobility-information-points/


Katharina Weinert, EMC - Elena made a good point: we have to think from the start about the 
implementation. Julie mentioned a few others to talk. I was thinking maybe also to involve DG EMPL, going 
more into this direction. And look also in the EP other committees. 
I was in the voices of culture, OMC - not effective, weak report / so many people were involved in voices of 
culture (this topic is gonna come up there). 

Tere Badia - maybe you have heard already, latest status of the artists approved in 2019 by the ESP 
Parliament. It is constructed in a modular way. Every single part composing the all status (taxes, social 
security) is autonomously there for unabling specific negotiations and advances without blocking the whole 
document. Interesting way to structure the document. If you have one single bloc, negotiations are gonna be 
more difficult. But ofc we need a general framework. 
This will not happen tomorrow of course. We should involve networks and intl organisations. Have you done 
surveys on these topics among your membership? What are their requests on a practical level? 

Marie Le Sourd - Twofold approach: one on the framework, one of the concrete implementation of such 
framework on particular issue/topic.  

Tere Badia - Could you help identify those organisations more active on the field / and we can start working 
on the more practical level? (please find below some space to drop some names). 
Like Kulturburo, Flanders Arts Institute - we can start working on a more practical level starting from datas and 
other information resources of these organisations 

Mieke Renders: A little mapping of the countries having good practices or institutions dealing with the 
subject. And then we can see what is in place where. 
It is a necessity for human beings to thrive: when artists finish studying why aren’t they employed? Maybe we 
should start having institutions, hospitals, foundations where artists can be employed after study / why do we 
need to justify ourselves all the time? 

Antonia Silvaggi - we have to talk with people that are not working in the CCS  
Maybe we should also include the regions  
Among practical issues: advocacy training for artists. 

Katharina Weinert - More on the policy question. We should consider the competences (social security, 
taxes, pensions), what affects EU legislation, internal market. Make this clear since the inception. And involve 
EESC (Luca Jahier, President, is very sensitive to these topics). 

Silja Fischer - Political side of the question. Beyond FIM and FIA, we could involve the European Arts and 
Entertainment Alliance (EAEA) that brings all them together. Their job is lobbying for better social and working 
conditions for artists. What added value can CAE bring to it; maybe it is topics going beyond what has already 
been done? Such as, gender equality, governance... 
If we talk of UBI, maybe I lack information about what has already been done.  

Gabriele Rosana, CAE - In the last NewsDigest of CAE you can find a dedicated paragraph on UBI and 
minimum income with some relevant links to what is going on. 

Silja Fischer - In the touring business the issue of mental health is coming up (music minds matter UK 
CAMPAIGN, medications among musicians). There is so much pressure on stage and backstage (growing rate 
of suicide, because people cannot take the pressure anymore. Their life becomes hell).  

Marie Le Sourd: combination of professional/personal life. And also harassment, both moral and sexual. 

https://mailchi.mp/cultureactioneurope/cae-news-digest-may-june-2020?e=0a51dd80e3
https://www.musicmindsmatter.org.uk/


Julie Ward: gentrification is also an issue. artists set up studios and go to live in poor neighbours and make 
them interesting and cool (see success stories ECOCs). Suddenly those same neighbourhoods become too 
expensive for them. We have to be loud about that, this is fairly unique about artists.  
There is a European initiative - Renovate Europe -, making sure that existing properties in developments where 
renovated and brought up to good standards.  

Tere Badia - occupational health skills mentioned in the manifesto of FIM.  

Katharina Weinert - Freemuse successfully integrates and explicitly mentions freedom of artistic expression 
in papers and docs. We can also take it into account when working conditions and social security debated at 
EU level, specifically mentioning cultural workers and mainstream cultural workers.  
  
Silja Fischer -  concerned DGs would be willing to have meetings to put the idea on the floor? To check how 
it resonates with them.  
Maybe the friends of creators group can organise a conference. We'll need content regarding the framework. 

Gabriele Rosana - Today yet another Next Generation EU day. Indeed the REACT-EU initiative there targets - 
in principle - employment in sectors/regions most affected by COVID-19, mentioning culture alongside with 
tourism. It is written in paper not set in stone. Let’s keep an eye to see how this is reflected in the national 
implementation plans. Probably in the discussion the way MS will make use of such a tool is to be somehow 
included. 

Tere Badia - we will send you the minutes with sections where you can put the links: 
*stakeholders we cannot forget 
*topics beyond the most obvious ones we can put on the agenda 

We will share minutes also from other advocacy brainstorming sessions. 

RELEVANT LINKS: 

Sponsored by the EC DG EMPL, the newly-released handbook addresses the challenge of union 
representation of workers in the Media, Arts and Entertainment sector, who are freelance, self-employed or 
otherwise atypical workers. 

It contains good practices on organising the so-called ”atypical workers” (such as freelances). It offers an in-
depth focus on the challenge of organising atypical workers in the sector, drawing on the experience of the 
different participating trade unions. 

Useful both for finding new interlocutors/topics. 

https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2020/07/08/new-handbook-on-trade-union-organising-in-the-media-
arts-and-entertainment-sector/  

https://www.renovate-europe.eu/

